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Van bodies are based on frame structures produced of aluminum alloy proﬁles. Searching
for new directions in the development of vehicle bodies for newly designed eVans led to
becoming focused on currently unused polymer composites in this area. The authors of the
article designed a composite body for a delivery vehicle. They conducted detailed, numerical
comparative analyses of the commercial body and the developed solution. The obtained
results clearly conﬁrmed the correctness of the formulated thesis about the possibility of
designing bodies dedicated to electric vehicles made of structural composites.
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1.

Introduction

Nowadays, van bodies are based on frame structures produced of aluminum alloy proﬁles (Szabo,
2018). Searching for new possibilities in the adaptation of vehicle body construction solutions
in newly designed eVans (Lubczyński and Zuska, 1998) led to focusing on currently unused
materials – polymer composites (Beer et al., 2014). The authors assessed the possibility of using
ﬁbre composites to produce an open body for a delivery vehicle.
The aim of the study was to assess stiﬀness and strength properties and to determine tension
of the structure taking into account operational loads of the vehicle. The analysis took into
account the ways of loading and the requirements of vehicle qualiﬁcations resulting from the
approval regulations for delivery vehicles (Directive 2007/46/EC).

2.

Characteristics of the construction of a body for a delivery vehicle

Using the Finite Element Method, an analytical veriﬁcation of an open body frame for a delivery
vehicle up to 3.5 t was carried out. The frame was made of AW-6060 aluminum alloy developed by
ALU-S.V. (2018). The construction of the body was designed to be adapted on a long wheelbase
chassis cab. Based on (New Fiat Ducato, 2016; Reimpell and Betzler, 2001; Sobczak and Kubat,
2017; Zieliński, 2016), the following assumptions were made:
• vehicle chassis weight (without the body) mp = 1780 kg – in accordance with the EC
certiﬁcate of conformity No. e9*2007/46*6109*00
• mp – vehicle weight (chassis to be developed) – unladen weight (with all ﬂuids, fuel
tank 90% full), mpk = 1860 kg – in accordance with the EC certiﬁcate of conformity
No. e9*2007/46*6109*00
• lc – total length of the vehicle = 5943 mm
• sc – total width of the vehicle = 2050 mm
• lz – body length = 3505 mm
• sz – body width = 2350 mm
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b – vehicle track width, b = 1790 mm
lo – wheelbase, lo = 4035 mm
hp – height of the centre of mass of the vehicle (chassis to be developed), hp = 642 ± 3 mm
mz – body mass, mz = 1910 kg
hr – height of the upper surface of the construction frame, hr = 642 ± 3 mm
mc max – maximum allowable total load, mc max = 3345-3500 kg
mp max – maximum allowable load on the front axle, mp max = 1850 kg
mt max – maximum allowable load on the rear axle, mt max = 2000 kg
nu – usable load capacity with the driver, nu = 1640 kg

Characteristic data of the structure:
➢ support frame:
• lzr – frame length = 3505 mm
• szr – frame width = 2280 mm
• wzr – frame height = 202 mm
Two diﬀerent versions of the body development were considered, taking into account I-beams
with a height of 130 mm (T 130) and 108 mm (T 108):
• h1 – height of the centre of mass of the aluminum frame assembly (Z coordinate) with a
T 130 beam, h1 = 799 mm
• h2 – height of the centre of mass of the aluminum frame assembly (Z coordinate) with a
T 108 beam, h2 = 771 mm
• hr1 – height of the upper surface of the frame, assembly with a T 130 beam, hr1 = 860 mm
• hr2 – height of the upper surface of the frame, assembly with a T 108 beam, hr2 = 838 mm
• mr1 – frame weight assembly with a T 130 beam, mr1 = 101 kg
• mr2 – frame weight assembly with a T 108 beam, mr2 = 99 kg

Fig. 1. Location of the characteristic points of the vehicle with the support frame of the body

➢ open body – assumptions for the assessment of the location of characteristic points in the
structure are presented in Fig. 1:
• lzsk – open body length = 3560 mm
• szsk – open body width = 2350 mm
• wzsk – open body height = 400 mm
• hzsk – height of the centre of mass of the open body, hzsk = 1063 mm
• cskx – position of the centre of mass of the open body assembly with a T 108 beam in
relation to the transverse axle of the vehicle (X coordinate), crx1 = 0 mm
• csky – position of the centre of mass of the open body assembly with a T 108 beam in
relation to the longitudinal axle of the vehicle (Y coordinate), cry1 = 2746 mm
• hsk1 – height of the upper edge of the open body, hsk = 1238 mm
• msk – weight of the open body, msk = 72.8 kg
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3.

Analysis of the frame and open platform with AlMgSi 0.7

A number of load cases to which the structure may be subjected during operation were tested,
i.e.:
• a load originating from: cargo evenly distributed over the entire surface of the ﬂoor panel
on the surface of a Euro-pallet with dimensions of 1200 mm×800 mm placed in diﬀerent
places of the open platform, assuming that the sum of loads was equal to the usable load
capacity of the vehicle for the type under consideration,
• loads transmitted through the frame of the supporting structure for the installation of
a tarpaulin on the open platform, coming from: the weight of the body frame for the
installation of the tarpaulin, the weight of the tarpaulin lowered and secured and folded
on one side, the centrifugal force of inertia of the vehicle motion along the curve with
the maximum speed that guarantees safe operation of the vehicle, wind pressure: in the
direction consistent with and against the action of the centrifugal force to the rear of the
vehicle and a combination of variants.
The following load cases were formulated using (Editorial Board of the Automotive Engineering Manual, 2001; Lee et al., 2016; Reimpell and Betzler, 2001; Reński, 2004; Wang et al.,
2019):
1) body dry weight, tarpaulin weight, wind pressure of 1300 N from the rear of the vehicle,
2) body dry weight, tarpaulin weight and crosswise centrifugal acceleration of inertia of
38 m/s2 ,
3) body dry weight, tarpaulin weight and wind pressure on the side surface of the body, with
a total value of 2880 N
4) body dry weight, tarpaulin weight, wind pressure on the side surface of the body with a
total value of 2880 N, crosswise centrifugal acceleration of inertia of 38 m/s2 in the direction
of wind pressure,
5) body dry weight, tarpaulin weight, the force of wind pressure on the side surface of the
body with a total value of 2880 N, crosswise centrifugal acceleration of inertia of 38 m/s2
in the direction opposite to wind pressure,
6) body dry weight, tarpaulin weight, wind pressure on the side surface of the body with a
total value of 2880 N, crosswise centrifugal acceleration of inertia of 38 m/s2 in the direction
of wind pressure, wind pressure from the rear of the vehicle with a value of 1300 N,
7) body dry weight, tarpaulin weight and wind pressure on the side surface of the body, with
a total value of 2,880 N.
The analyses were performed in SolidWorks (SolidWorks manual, 2019) with the use of
beam and sheathing elements, in accordance with the conclusions of the publications (Aghav
and Walame, 2016; Zuo et al., 2016). Boundary conditions were formulated in the points of
ﬁxing the body frame to the vehicle frame. At the points marked in Fig. 2, displacements in X,
Y and Z directions were ﬁxed. A number of variants were considered.

Fig. 2. Diagram of boundary conditions adopted during the analyses
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The classic beam solution of the body structure (Zhang et al., 2020) was compared with
the original design based on grating plates. Figures 3 and 4 show selected results of numerical
analyses, including the case of the body load: in the form of a pallet with a weight of 14.5 kN,
the dry weight of the body frame for the installation of the tarpaulin, lowered and secured, the
centrifugal force of inertia and the pressure force of the side wind with a direction consistent
with the force of inertia.

Fig. 3. Map of axial stresses in the body structure beams under a load in the form of a pallet weighing
14.5 kN, dry weight of the body frame for the installation of the tarpaulin, lowered and secured, the
centrifugal force of inertia and the pressure force of the side wind with a direction consistent with the
force of inertia

Fig. 4. Map of displacements in the body structure under a load in the form of a pallet weighing
14.5 kN, dry weight of the body frame for the installation of the tarpaulin, lowered and secured, the
centrifugal force of inertia and the pressure force of the side wind with a direction consistent with the
force of inertia with a value of 4800 N
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4.

Analysis of the frame and open platform made of composite materials

Based on the experience gained, a composite, polyester and glass body for a delivery vehicle was designed and assessed for its behaviour and compliance with the guidelines (Directive
2007/46/EC).
The design solution of the original composite vehicle body is based on the use of commercially
available composite grating plates that enable one to obtain a homogeneous structure of the cargo
area ﬂoor plate. Longitudinal beams (side members) were attached directly to the vehicle support
frame. The ﬂoor plate was placed on composite longitudinal beams. The height of the beams
was the subject of reﬂections due to the necessity to ensure clearance in the rear suspension
system of the vehicle, the location of the centre of gravity of the body and stability, in particular
in a curved motion. The ﬂoor plate is framed with peripheral proﬁles to which integral elements
of the body – elements of the support structure of the tarpaulin covering the cargo and sides –
are attached. The designed solution is dedicated to electric delivery vehicles, the so-called eVans
(Zhang et al., 2020; Wang, 2012; Żebrowski et al., 2018). The model of the designed composite
body is shown in Fig. 5, the proﬁles used are shown in Figs. 6-8, and the composite support
grating panel in Fig. 9.

Fig. 5. Structural model of the open body designed on the basis of a grating plate

Fig. 6. Cross-sections of supporting pillars of the open body: (a) corner, (b) middle
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Fig. 7. Cross-section of a beam that strengthens the fastening of the central pillar

Fig. 8. Cross-section of the longitudinal beam

Fig. 9. Composite support grating plate of the body
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Figures 10 and 11 show the nature of the work of the composite support frame with the open
body for the same load variant as in the case of the aluminum alloy body.

Fig. 10. Map of reduced stresses in the structure of the composite open body under a load in the form
of a pallet with a weight of 14 kN, dry weight of the structure for the installation of the tarpaulin,
centrifugal force of inertia and the pressure force of the side wind with a direction consistent with the
force of inertia of 4800 N

Fig. 11. Map of displacements of the composite structure of the open body under a load in the form of a
pallet with a weight of 14.5 kN, dry weight of the structure for the installation of the tarpaulin,
centrifugal force of inertia and the pressure force of the side wind with a direction consistent with the
force of inertia of 4800 N

Fig. 12. Photo of a demonstrator of the body composite ﬂoor plate stand during assembly
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A composite ﬂoor plate stand was made for experimental tests (Fig. 12). Obtaining convergence between the experimental and numerical results will be the basis for the implementation
of a prototype composite body dedicated to electric delivery vehicles.

5.

Summary

The subject of the article was the stiﬀness and strength analysis of the open body frame made
of AlMgSi 0.7 for a delivery vehicle in the chassis cab with a platform variant. The solution
designed by the manufacturer ALU-SV (ALU-S.V., 2018) was veriﬁed on the basis of the physical
measurements of the object.
The stability coeﬃcient of the body frame for the installation of the tarpaulin was determined, and the loads transferred by the system to the structural elements of the open platform
and the support frame of the body were determined. The phenomena occurring in the structure
subjected to static loads with the structure dry weight, tarpaulin weight, external operational
loads and variants of the above-mentioned impacts were veriﬁed according to information in
publications (Aghav and Walame, 2016; Zuo et al., 2016).
It was found that for most cases the main factor inﬂuencing the level of maximum stresses
in the support frame and body is the weight of the transported cargo. In the second variant, the
load was determined by wind pressure on the side surface of the body, which is in line with the
conclusions of the publication (Wang, 2012; Lew et al., 2011).
The diﬀerence in masses of the analyzed variants of bodies with AlMgSi 0.7 and polyester
composite amounts to 41 kg, which is 20% of the total mass made of aluminum alloy.
The strength of the structure for both veriﬁed solutions is similar. The diﬀerences are within
the range of [%]. The estimated stiﬀness in the case of the composite body is (x). The designed
solution is characterized by a high safety factor (alu-composite relation). Stress and displacement
levels and the nature of the structure work for the veriﬁed construction materials are comparable.
It was found that there is a strong dependence between the location of cargo and the nature
of the body work made of AlMgSi 0.7. In the case of the solution using composite gratings,
the local inﬂuence of cargo placement was limited, which made it possible to obtain a uniform
tension of the entire structure of the body. In the original development solution, the number of
components was reduced, which will translate into a reduced cost of the structure and production
time.
The direction of using composite materials in vehicle structures opens up new possibilities
in the design and adaptation of delivery vehicles, especially electric ones. The demonstrated
possibility of reducing weight of the structure through the use of composite materials allows
one to increase load capacity or compensate for the increase in weight resulting from the use of
electric drive systems. For comparable vehicle operating conditions, it will be possible to reduce
energy consumption per unit of distance.
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